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ABSTRACT
The introduction of Internet of Services technologies is

promoting manufacturing servitization of Cyber Physical Pro-
duction Systems for the most important Manufacturing 4.0 ca-
pabilities, namely self-awareness, self-configuration and self-
repairing. In addition, industrial data are emerging as a new
industrial asset, creating new opportunities for operations
improvement, and increase industrial value through the cap-
italisation of immaterial assets. These recent research trends
also raised several challenges and, among them, Big Data
acquisition and storage. In this paper, we describe a Data
as a Service approach, designed to deal with the Big Data
environment. The service is able to manage data volume and
velocity during the data collection phase, accumulating and
summarizing measures from the machine fleet, and to proper
organize them in order to serve advanced Manufacturing 4.0
facilities. Experiments on service performances demonstrate
the efficiency of the proposed service.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS) have

attracted an ever growing attention to realize advanced
Manufacturing 4.0 capabilities, namely self-awareness, self-
configuration and self-repairing. Cyber-Physical Production
Systems have been defined as novel transformative tech-
nologies for managing interconnected systems between their
physical assets and computational capabilities [9].

In parallel, the introduction of Internet of Services (IoS)
technologies contributed to promote manufacturing serviti-
zation, defined as the strategic innovation of organisations’
capabilities and processes to shift from selling products to
selling an integrated product and service offering, i.e., a
Product-Service System (PSS) [8]. Service-oriented computing
enables modern Manufacturing 4.0 infrastructure to deliver
self-awareness, self-configuration and self-repairing as a ser-
vice, through cloud-based data collection and sharing [6],
and adherence to widespread standards, such as XML, JSON
and recommendations specifically designed for the Internet of
Things (IoT), such as MTConnect 1. To this aim, advanced

1MTConnect Institute, http://www.mtconnect.org/.

PSS must be rooted on the collection and organization of huge
amounts of data from sensors and machine controls, in order
to apply advanced functionalities, such as data mining and
analysis algorithm, as well as innovative data visualisation for
effective decision support, only to name a few. These data over-
whelming issues have been accentuated by the emerging and
diffusion of IoT and advanced sensing technologies. Therefore,
the actual processing of big data is a key factor for the success
of Manufacturing 4.0 goals.

A. Open challenges

As underlined in [5], Manufacturing 4.0 advanced capabil-
ities start from machine self-awareness, that enables CPPS to
perform automatic state detection and health assessment. This
assumption and the panorama depicted above raised interesting
research challenges, that we summarize in the following.

Big data acquisition and storage. Collection of huge amounts
of data from the sensors and machine controls is a crucial task
that has an impact on all the other 4.0 goals we introduced
above. Data are provided at high rate, they present a poor
structure (they are basically schemaless) and high variety (e.g.,
missing or incomplete data) and must be stored and indexed
considering the functionalities that will be provided on top of
the data infrastructure. This challenge is strictly related to the
other ones.

Widespread data relevance. All measures coming from mon-
itored CPPS might have a relevance. Therefore, approaches
that only consider measures that are close to critical working
conditions of machines, according to FMECA analysis, are
not always feasible. Depending on the particular conditions in
which a machine is working, anomalous behaviours could be
identified, although the machine is not close to breakdown lim-
its. Moreover, unknown working conditions might be detected.
All these requirements imply that nearly all data collected from
the machine should be properly stored.

Data stream elaboration. Measures gathered from machines
are featured by a continuous incoming flow (data stream). This
have a crucial impact on data acquisition, but also on data
elaboration and usage. Data storage, although performed by
using performant big data technologies, is not straightforward
and should be performed in an efficient way, having in mind
the use of such data that will be made by Manufacturing 4.0
applications.

Machine similarity identification. Recent approaches [5],
[12] suggest to look for similar assets working in similar
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conditions, to apply self-configuration and self-repairing fa-
cilities to a machine. Nevertheless, detecting the right factors
that influence the machine working conditions is not straight-
forward. In fact, not all influencing factors are completely
observable. Analysis of all measures from the machine fleet,
to be combined with other information, such as the operating
environment or the chronology of maintenance tasks performed
on the machines, could help. Big data collection and manage-
ment is a key enabler in this sense.

In the following, we will discuss a big data infrastructure, and
a data service to access it, that are able to meet the above
mentioned challenges. In the conclusions, we will provide
some additional considerations about the challenges.

B. Paper contribution

In this paper, we propose a Data as a Service approach,
rooted within the Big Data environment. In particular, the
implemented service collects measures coming from the ma-
chine fleet (through sensors and machine controls) and or-
ganizes gathered data in a proper infrastructure according to
different multi-dimensional feature spaces. Feature spaces are
defined as groups of measured features (e.g., voltage, pressure,
acceleration) and are configured to monitor specific aspects
during machine operation (e.g., energy consumption, parts
subject to wear and tear). Engaged Big Data technologies
enable the service to manage data volume and velocity during
the data acquisition phase, while proper data organization
also speeds up data querying phase, as demonstrated by
experimental results on service performances. The service is
able to accumulate and summarise knowledge on machine
behaviour in various working conditions in order to elaborate
information that evolves over time. This in the near future will
be used to implement advanced Manufacturing 4.0 facilities
(self-awareness, self-configuration and self-repairing).

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the research background; in Section III and IV we present the
data infrastructure and the implemented service, respectively;
experimental results are shown and discussed in Section V;
related work are described in Section VI; Section VII closes
the paper with some final remarks.

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Recently, a unified architecture for implementation of CPS
has been proposed in [5]. We rely on this vision as research
background for our Big Data as a Service approach. In
particular, such an architecture is organized over five level,
as shown in Figure 1:

• smart connection level, focused on data measurement
and acquisition from machines through proper sen-
sors and controllers, or from enterprise manufacturing
systems (e.g., CMMS - Computerized Maintenance
Management Systems); at this level, challenges related
to various types of data, that might be schemaless
and incomplete, and to the engagement of new IoT
technologies such as MTConnect are highlighted; data
variety is one of the key aspects characterizing Big
Data, for which we propose specific technological
solutions in our service;

Fig. 1. Five-level architecture for CPS implementation [5].

• data-to-information conversion level, focused on tools,
methodologies and algorithms specifically conceived
to extract meaningful information from gathered data,
e.g., implementing advanced prognostics and health
assessment applications; this level has been designed
to pursue self-awareness in Manufacturing 4.0; our
proposed data infrastructure includes information at
different granularity levels (e.g., limits detected for
different working conditions) in order to enable the
application of such tools;

• Cyber level, focused on the description in the cyber
space of the machine behaviour, in order to reach the
capability of machine self-comparison, where perfor-
mances of a single machine are analyzed in the context
of a machine fleet; this aspect is deeply rooted into the
concept of similarity between machines, that is one of
the challenges highlighted in the introduction;

• cognition level, focused on tools and techniques (e.g.,
info-graphics facilities) to properly present the ac-
quired knowledge to expert users, thus supporting
correct decisions to be taken;

• configuration level, defined as a feedback from cy-
ber space to the physical one and acting as a re-
silience control system (RCS) to make machines self-
configurable and self-adaptive.

Our proposed Big Data as a Service approach aims at defining
a proper data infrastructure that is built on top of the Smart
Connection level and is designed to enable the other four
levels. Future research that will start from the current version
of the service will be discussed in Section VII.

III. THE DATA MODEL

The conceptual model of the data infrastructure underlying
our approach is shown in Figure 2. In the following, we will
highlight the main elements of the model and the rationale
behind their introduction with reference to research challenges.

Hierarchical aggregation of monitored components. Moni-
tored components on the physical side (denoted as Assets)
are hierarchically aggregated as shown in Figure 2, where
a Composite Asset is defined as an aggregation of
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Fig. 2. Conceptual model for the data infrastructure underlying the Big Data as a Service approach.

Assets, that can be either atomic or in turn composite.
In this way, the model ensures aggregations of Assets
into Composite Assets at arbitrary depth. Among the
composite assets, we distinguish the monitored Machine,
that constitutes the physical component at the highest level of
aggregation. Hierarchical aggregation of physical components
can enable the easy propagation of warning/error alerts, that
are presented below.

Virtual components and abstract virtual components. The
counterpart of a physical component (asset) on the cyber-side
is the Virtual Component. Measures always refer to a
virtual component, that in turn represents a specific instance of
an asset. The Abstract Virtual Component represents
a set of virtual components that are mutually similar, that is, act
in comparable working conditions, such that boundaries set for
state detection alerts are common to all the virtual components
associated with the same abstract virtual component. The au-
tomatic identification of virtual component similarity involves
several (also not observable) factors (e.g., working conditions,
contextual variables, maintenance tasks history, and so on)
and will be investigated in future work. The conceptual model
shown in Figure 2 already takes into account this concept.

Working mode and parameters. All virtual components as-
sociated with the same abstract virtual component may operate
in different Working modes (but given a working mode, all
virtual components associated with the same abstract virtual

component operate coherently by definition). The working
mode, for a CPPS, might depend on different Working
parameters, such as the task that is being executed (de-
scribed within the part program), the tool that is being used,
the values of specific working variables that have been set
through the machine control before starting the task execution.
Therefore, monitoring virtual components, associated with the
same abstract virtual component, should be performed taking
into account the particular working mode in which they are
operating.

Features and feature spaces. Features are monitored
variables measured through sensors and machine control. Each
measure always refer to a specific feature (e.g., voltage,
pressure, acceleration), that in turn is described by a name
and a unit of measure. Features are aggregated into Feature
Spaces. Examples of feature spaces are the machine energy
consumption, the degree of wear of a specific asset, and so
on. For instance, energy consumption might be measured by
considering the voltage, the consumed power, and so on. The
goal is to create feature spaces using the different measures
needed to describe the evolution in the time of the behaviour of
specific machine characteristics. With this multi-dimensional
model, we should be able to follow the evolution of the specific
monitored characteristics. Multiple feature spaces might be
observed, and the observation of a feature might be useful
to monitor more than one feature space.



TABLE I. WARNING AND ERROR ALERTS, WITH CORRESPONDING
CONTEXT (FEATURE, WORKING MODE) AND PRIORITY (1=HIGHEST

PRIORITY).

Alert Symbol Alert context Priority
Error alert E Feature 1
1st level warning alert W1 Feature 2
2st level warning alert W2 Working mode 3

Measurement. Data collection is performed by gathering
Measures from Sensors and Machine control, that
globally constitute the available Measurement tools.
Each measure is tagged with a unique timestamp and repre-
sents the value of a specific Feature for a given Virtual
Component, that operates in a specific Working mode.

State detection alerts. Alerts are raised when measures of one
or more features, within a feature space that is being moni-
tored, go beyond specific limits that are set according to the
experience of domain experts, that are in charge of populating
the model with these information for a given abstract virtual
component. The same limits hold for all virtual components
associated with the same abstract virtual component, that
is, have been recognized as having the same behaviour for
the same working conditions. In our model, we distinguish
different kinds of alerts, namely warning and error ones, in
turn organized at different levels, as summarised in Table I,
where priorities among them are also provided (lower number
means highest priority). Each feature has its own boundaries,
that cannot be exceeded, whatever is the working mode. For
these boundaries, we foresee a warning level, that raises a first
level warning alert when it is violated, and is used to attract
the focus on that feature. When the measures for a feature
overcome the error boundaries, an error alert is launched on
that feature. At lowest priority, features might present value
boundaries also with regard to a specific working mode. If the
measures exceed these boundaries, then a second level warning
alert is launched. The rationale behind this choice is that, in a
specific working mode, a feature usually assume values within
a specific range. Values outside that range do not necessarily
correspond to warning or error conditions for the feature, but
might be an indicator that something is going wrong during the
machine working. This corresponds to the second challenge
highlighted in the introduction and is addressed here with
multiple-level alert management. Since features are aggregated
into feature spaces, alerts are associated to latter ones as well.
In particular, an alert of type AX (namely, error, first level
warning, second level warning) is raised for a specific feature
space if the same type of alert is raised for at least one of the
features associated with the feature space. Furthermore, alerts
are propagated taking into account the hierarchical aggregation
of assets, as shown in Figure 2. We remark here that our
data model does not constrain the application of any specific
algorithm to establish if a feature goes beyond error or warning
limits: this can be detected if a single value is out of limits, or
after a given number of measures in a pre-defined time slot go
beyond limits. This choice depends on the application domain
and knowledge of experts who are in charge of populating the
model.

IV. BIG DATA AS A SERVICE

Figure 3 depicts the functional architecture of the imple-
mented service. The service provides methods to: (i) receive
and collect data from machine fleet and store them according
to the conceptual model proposed in Figure 2; (ii) push alert
messages in case of error or warning conditions (see Table I);
(iii) query the collected data, with focus on critical feature
values within the scope of a specific working mode and a
given feature space. The aim was at providing efficient data
collection, ensuring at the same time prompt alerting and
information storage and indexing apt to efficiently query the
data infrastructure for critical feature values. This goal has
been met as explained in the following.

After gathering measures from sensors and machine con-
trol, a pre-processing step is applied, where data are saved in
a text file, containing on each row all the measures gathered
in a given timestamp ti, and cleaning techniques such as data
filtering and quantization are applied to check the data quality
and increase SNR (signal-to-noise ratio).

All information about the Virtual Component that
is being monitored, the Working modes and associated
Parameters, Features and Feature Spaces break-
down and warning limits are considered as configuration
data, that are common for each Abstract Virtual
Component. This information is stored within a MySQL
relational DBMS, given the low variability and volume of this
data. On the other hand, measures and their proper storage
and management are the key point here and are stored within
a NoSQL database (MongoDB): these data present a very
simple structure, but are collected at high rate and their volume
increases very quickly.

MongoDB stores data into documents, in turn organized
into collections. This data organization is very flexible. There-
fore, this flexibility can be exploited to further speed up
querying over the database (see next section about performance
experiments). In particular, in our approach, the structure of
each document stored within MongoDB for each record of
measures, collected in the same timestamp, is as follows:

Record ID
Timestamp

Working mode Params

Parameter 1
Parameter 2
...
Parameter n

Feature Spaces

FS 1

Feature 1.1 [E|W1|W2]
Feature 1.2 [E|W1|W2]
...
Feature 1.m [E|W1|W2]

... dots

FS k

Feature k.1 [E|W1|W2]
Feature k.2 [E|W1|W2]
...
Feature k.h [E|W1|W2]

The basic idea is to process incoming cleaned data using
MySQL configuration information, identify critical situations
based on feature breakdown and warning limits (see Table I)
and store information within MongoDB properly tagged with
the type of alert (either error or warning) that has been
recognized (E, W1, W2). If, as remarked in the previous
section, alerts are raised after a given number of measures
in a predefined time slot go beyond error or warning limits,
tags are assigned, after raising alerts, to all measures that
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Fig. 3. Big Data as a Service for CPPS: functional architecture.

are out of limits. All these steps have been implemented
within the Data Storage module (see Figure 3). This de-
sign choice slightly decreases performances in the acquisition
phase compared to a straightforward plain MongoDB solution,
where incoming records are directly stored as documents in a
potentially infinite, although unique MongoDB collection. On
the other hand, this contributes to speed up the querying phase,
since all relevant information (including recognized critical
situations) are already stored within the MongoDB storage
space. Moreover, the organization of documents into Mon-
goDB as implemented in our Big data service also takes into
account relationships between Feature measures, Feature
Spaces and Working modes (see Figure 2).

Experiments in Section V will demonstrate efficiency of
our approach compared to a plain MongoDB solution and
a storage and indexing solution that is completely based on
MySQL.

A. Implementation issues

The Big data service is implemented in Java as a RESTful
service [10], using XML as data exchange format. Imple-
mentation of the service is based on a distinct collection for
each virtual component corresponding to a monitored physical
asset or component. Therefore, collections are aggregated
by abstract virtual component. MongoDB is an open source
project developed in C++ and made available for all the
well known platforms. The mongo-java-driver-3.1.1
driver has been used to enable the interconnection between
Java and MongoDB. JSON is the data format adopted to rep-
resent measures and save them within the MongoDB database.
Listing 1 show a partial JSON representation for the case study
in which the performances of Big data service have been tested.

In this example, three feature spaces are monitored for a
spindle, namely axle hardening, shear stress and tool wear.
Each feature space groups together a set of features: in the
example, load and rpm of the spindle are used to monitor
all the three feature spaces. Monitoring is performed also
considering the working mode, that in this case is identified
by the part program, the used tool and the mode (G0, i.e.,
quiescent state, in which the tool is mounted, or G1, in which

the spindle is working). A feature can also be tagged with the
occurred alert type (namely, error E, first level warning W1,
second level warning W2).

1 {
2 "_id" : ObjectId("565d9c4673738227a03a2244"),
3 "Timestamp" : "value",
4 "Parameters" : {
5 "PartProgram" : " value ",
6 "Tool" : " value ",
7 "Mode" : " value "
8 },
9 "FeatureSpaceList" : {

10 "AxleHardening" : {
11 "Load" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
12 "Rpm" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
13 },
14 "ShearStress" : {
15 "Current_X" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
16 "Current_Y" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
17 "Current_Z" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
18 "Speed_X" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
19 "Speed_Y" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
20 "Speed_Z" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
21 "Load" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
22 "Rpm" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
23 },
24 "ToolWear" : {
25 "Current_Z" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
26 "Speed_X" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
27 "Speed_Y" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
28 "Speed_Z" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
29 "Load" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
30 "Rpm" : {"value":value,"alert":type},
31 }
32 }
33 }

Listing 1. Example of JSON representation of measures

V. EXPERIMENTS

We tested the performances of the Big data service (BDaaS,
Big Data as a Service) in terms of: (i) the number of records
per second that can be loaded by the service (acquisition rate);
(ii) the velocity in processing queries issued on the service
(querying rate). The scalability of the approach has been
checked by comparing the service implementation with other
two versions: (a) an implementation based on a traditional rela-
tional DBMS (MySQL), where the whole conceptual schema
shown in Figure 2 is engaged to design the logical schema



TABLE II. ACQUISITION TIME OF THE BIG DATA SERVICE (BDAAS),
COMPARED AGAINST A PLAIN MONGODB IMPLEMENTATION AND A FULL

MYSQL IMPLEMENTATION.

Acquisition time in sec
Num. of BDaaS Plain MongoDB MySQLloaded records

2000 2,07 (0,0010) 1,62 (0,0008) 4,90 (0,0025)
4000 3,88 (0,0010) 3,45 (0,0009) 10,65 (0,0027)
8000 7,80 (0,0010) 6,30 (0,0008) 17,63 (0,0022)

12000 11,92 (0,0010) 9,44 (0,0008) 28,23 (0,0024)
16000 15,44 (0,0010) 13,35 (0,0008) 37,48 (0,0023)
20000 19,39 (0,0010) 16,95 (0,0008) 46,74 (0,0023)
30000 28,77 (0,0010) 23,48 (0,0008) 69,88 (0,0023)
40000 38,84 (0,0010) 32,63 (0,0008) 93,02 (0,0023)
60000 56,36 (0,0009) 48,68 (0,0008) 139,30 (0,0023)
80000 75,33 (0,0009) 62,36 (0,0008) 185,58 (0,0023)
100000 97,86 (0,0010) 73,13 (0,0007) 254,86 (0,0026)
150000 145,46 (0,0010) 120,90 (0,0008) 323,01 (0,0022)
200000 199,19 (0,0010) 153,41 (0,0008) 391,15 (0,0020)
400000 385,55 (0,0010) 332,64 (0,0008) 663,73 (0,0017)
800000 768,90 (0,00099) 608 (0,0008) 1360,44 (0,0017)

Avg acquisition time 0,0010 0,00086 0,00225

(i.e., tables) of the relational database; (b) an implementation
of the service based on MongoDB, where all incoming records
are simply stored within the same, huge MongoDB collection.
The experiments have been carried out on a an Intel Core i7
platform, with 2.8 GHz CPU, 16GB RAM and Mac OS.

Table II shows acquisition time required by the three
implementations to process incoming records. As expected,
the MySQL-based solution is outperformed by the other two
implementations. The plain MongoDB implementation slightly
outperforms our implementation with reference to the acquisi-
tion time (since the loading procedure is simplified). Figure 4
presents a similar comparison in terms of acquisition rate (i.e.,
number of records per seconds that can be processed) and con-
firms the previous considerations, as well as the scalability of
all the implementations when required to process an increasing
number of records.

Concerning tests executed on querying rate (Figure 5), we
firstly identified four kinds of relevant queries to be issued on
the data infrastructure:

Q1) a SELECT query, to retrieve all records stored in the
data infrastructure;

Q2) a SELECT query with projection, to retrieve all
values for a subset of features, independently from
the feature space and the working mode;

Q3) a query to retrieve, given a Feature Space, all
measures that exceed error or warning limits;

Q4) a query to retrieve, given a Feature Space, all
measures that exceed error or warning limits for a
specific Working mode.

With reference to the conceptual model shown in Figure 2,
query Q1 can be expressed as

Q1:: SELECT * FROM Measure;

Similarly, query Q2 can be expressed as:

Q2:: SELECT * FROM Measure, Feature WHERE

(Measure.FK_Feature = Feature.ID_Feature) AND

((Feature.name = F1) OR (Feature.name = F2) OR

...OR (Feature.name = Fn))

where Measure.FK_Feature is the foreign key constraint
on Feature, F1, F2, . . .Fn are the names of the features
whose measures have to be retrieved.

Query Q3 can be expressed as:

Q3:: SELECT * FROM Measure, Feature, Feature_Space WHERE

(Feature_Space.FeatureSpace_ID = Feature.FK_FeatureSpace)

AND (Feature_Space.name = FSX) AND

(Measure.FK_Feature = Feature.ID_Feature) AND

((Measure.value < Feature.lowerBound_warning) OR

(Measure.value > Feature.upperBound_warning) OR

(Measure.value < Feature.lowerBound_error) OR

(Measure.value > Feature.upperBound_error))

where Feature.FK_FeatureSpace is the foreign key
constraint on Feature_Space, FSX is the name of the
Feature Space target of this query. Finally, query Q4 can
be expressed as:

Q4:: SELECT * FROM Measure, Feature, Feature_Space

Working_mode, Feature_mode_boundaries WHERE

(Working_mode.Mode_ID = MX) AND

(Measure.FK_Working_mode = Working_mode.Mode_ID) AND

(Feature_Space.name = FSX) AND

(Feature_Space.FeatureSpace_ID = Feature.FK_FeatureSpace)

AND (Measure.FK_Feature = Feature.ID_Feature) AND

(Feature_mode_boundaries.FK_Feature = Feature.ID_Feature)

AND (Feature_mode_boundaries.FK_Working_mode =

Working_mode.Mode_ID) AND

((Measure.value <

Feature_mode_boundaries.lowerBound_warning) OR

(Measure.value >

Feature_mode_boundaries.upperBound_warning))

where MX is the ID of the Working mode target of this
query, FSX is the name of the Feature Space target of
this query, properties named as FK_* represent foreign key
constraints as in the previous query types.

Tests on querying rate have been performed by issuing ten
different queries of each kind and computing the average time
values. Figure 5 shows querying rate for the queries Q1-Q4
with respect to the number of records in the data infrastructure.
As expected for queries Q1 and Q2, MySQL is outperformed
by the other two solutions based on Big Data technologies.
Moreover, plain MongoDB implementation and our approach
are comparable. For queries Q3 and Q4, further controls are
needed in the plain MongoDB implementation, also requiring
to access configuration database to retrieve error and warning
limits. In our approach, controls on such boundaries are already
performed at acquisition time, and output of this processing is
stored within MongoDB (see Listing 1). On the other hand,
in the full MySQL solution, all configuration data are saved
within the same MySQL database together with measures, thus
a unique (although complex) query has to be issued for Q3
and Q4. This explains why for Q3 and Q4 full MySQL solu-
tion outperforms plain MongoDB implementation. Moreover,
MongoDB documents are organized according to Feature
Spaces only in our BDaaS implementation, therefore no
interaction at all is needed with configuration database. Our
approach presents better performances compared to plain
MongoDB solution, thus demonstrating that the difficulty of
mixing multiple technologies in BDaaS is compensated by
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performance improvements, taking the best from the different
worlds.

VI. RELATED WORK

Traditional approaches on machine state detection are
mainly focused on control-centric optimisation and intelli-
gence. These approaches, and in general PHM (Prognostics
and Health Management) systems, are simulation-oriented,
that is, they rely on a separation between development and
implementation, that is, PHM algorithms are based on lab
generated and training data, that are different in quality and
quantity from data collected from real machines and their
surrounding environment (in-field data), that contain much
more information. Moreover, they have been applied in specific
fields, namely aircraft engines [12], wind turbine [4], electrical
motors [1], machine tools [7] and so on. Our aim is not at
solving a domain-specific problem, but at offering a flexible
data infrastructure that is able to face challenges raised by the
advent of Big Data technologies [11].

Research efforts have been devoted to the application
of ontologies to the state detection problem [13]. Authors
in [13] proposes an ontology, based on FMECA (Failure Mode,
Effects and Criticality Analysis), that conceptualises the aggre-
gation of parts of a wind turbine and is used as a reasoning
base to propagate critical alerts occurring on sub-parts of
the monitored system towards composite aggregations. The
purpose of the proposed ontology is close to the hierarchical
organization of assets in our model, but authors in [13] do not
manage Big Data challenges and do not mention many of the
aspects we highlighted in our model.

Available prognostic and state detection methods are
mainly designed to support single machine monitoring and
do not take advantage of considering similar machines as
a fleet by gathering knowledge from similar, although dif-
ferent, instances of monitored assets. Novel methodologies
are foreseeing the interaction between different surrounding
systems, that pursue self-aware and self-learning machines by
relying on observation of other assets operating in similar
conditions [6]. We share with this approach the same vision,
as also remarked by the same authors in [2], where Big
Data era is promoted as carrier of big opportunities towards
Manufacturing 4.0 full implementation. Nevertheless, in our
paper we focused on the description of a data infrastructure
acting as a fundamental engine for this revolution. Compared
to recent efforts in storage service selection, also within
modern cloud-based architectures [3], that support third-party
storage service selection based on preferences of customers
with respect to desired QoS, we provided here an optimised
data acquisition and organization infrastructure rooted on Big
Data technologies.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we describe a Data as a Service approach,
that is able to manage data volume and velocity during the
data collection phase, accumulating and summarizing measures
from the machine fleet. Experiments on service performances
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed service, both in
acquisition and in querying rate. The proposed Big Data as a
Service approach constitutes a first step towards a full-fledged,

flexible and customizable architecture for CPPS-ization in the
modern industry.

Next steps will concern the definition of a service-oriented
infrastructure built on top of the proposed data infrastruc-
ture, including state detection and health assessment services.
Within the design of such services, incremental and data stream
clustering techniques will be studied, to identify working states
of the monitored machines starting from the information stored
within the data infrastructure described in this paper. This will
enable a refinement of state detection algorithm, helping to
identify rates of changes of monitored variables, in order to
anticipate possible failures. We think that querying efficiency
demonstrated by the Big Data service will be of paramount
importance to this aim. Advanced automatic techniques to
identify similarity across machines will be integrated in the
state detection and health assessment services as well. Finally,
security issues of cloud-based data collection for CPPS self-
monitoring and representation of knowledge extracted from
collected measures will be studied.
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